Lessons: Chained In Darkness
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My punishment at the hands of Theoden left me with wounds that scarred me to my core. That man
has struck the fear of God into me and I don't know how to fight back. I don't know if I can. I feel like
he's taking over who I was and making me into something he wants me to be. His slave and his
disciple. I do know that I'm his property. His child, his blood runs through my veins and with it comes
something so powerful that it consumes me in every way. He plans on teaching me what that means
and I don't know who I'll be at the end of his lessons. Warning: This novelette series contains
hardcore sexual situations between men, not meant for sensitive eyes. Iâ€™m talking crude, lewd
and full of attitude. This series will most likely either offend you or get ya revved up. This series
isnâ€™t going to be pulling any punches whatsoever, so youâ€™ve been warned. Mature Adult
Content meant for readers looking for something dark, taboo, sexy, and unapologetic in their
paranormal erotica. This is NOT a romance. This novelette is approximately 15300 words.*As of
12/31/14, this book has been re-edited.
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You know its something to be said about fighters, its a show of tenacity and valor in fighting for
one's own sense of honor. But when is it time to give up the fight and accept that the situation you
are in...is just that. I even tried to feel sorry for Noel...then time after time he f'd something up and

get punished...severely I might add. His Sire a Master Vampire in his own right, a sadist
extraordinaire, a male that revels in the pain he gives. Lessons is just that...Noel being taught what
is expected and how he will act.You'd think after the "punishment" the eve before he'd be more
willing to leave his attitude and wants at the "door". 'Lord Teoden wants his boys to meet his new
"toy" all seven he calls to him. When Noel refused to show his appreciation for his meal it sets in an
event he may think he will hate.Noel is quick to blame his new response to the erotic stimuli on the
fact that he was turned, but is it really because of that? That he finds himself responding to his
Lessons? His Sire/Master mentioned to him earlier that pain didn't have to be punishment, the
choice was his.Now I adore Theoden (yeah Im a bit touched maybe. Smiles) Noel I just want him to
realize his life is forever changed. Out of all the brothers I can say I like Bruce and maybe Ryu,
though Donovan I'd love to stake him in the sun.This series has caught and intrigued me, each book
short sweet and two the point but still manages to give you the personalities of the characters. I
can't say its fun, (smirks) but dark and intense. Its not butterflies and rainbows... but if you like dark
and Vampires, A sexy god like saddist, grab this read it. Read the others first though... lol .... Enjoy

This was a short quick read that was ok. This was the third book in this series and I didn't realize it
until I started reading it. This short story revolves entirely around blowjobs and oral sex. Noel must
service not only his Master but his â€˜brothersâ€™ and he must do it whilst having his own cock
caged. At the first sign of rebellion Noel learns about rimming whilst being beaten bloody with a
crop. Where Theoden is concerned there is no compromise and any slight to his brothers or
infraction of the rules and his behavior will be dealt with viciously and quickly. This book was well
written and I will be reading the rest of the books in this series.

This is got to be one of the best series that I have read in a very long time. This is a dark erotic
bdsm like paranormal story that is so refreshing and new that makes it so intense that you read
through it and are so excited for the next installment. This series MUST be read in order or it will
make little sense and you will not get the true enjoyment from it. Definitely one that I have
recommended to friends and one that is in my favorites section in my Kindle.

4.5 stars - I am definitely hooked on this deliciously dark little series. There isnâ€™t any fluff here,
no romance, though I suppose you never know. Perhaps Theoden will eventually soften a bit
towards Noel? If so, it doesnâ€™t seem like it is going to happen any time soon.Theoden is pretty
set in his ways. He seems content with his station in life and with his â€œrelationships.â€• I mean,

what more could he need? His â€œchildrenâ€• provide everything he could want. Noel is his latest
addition, or project, if you will. He is deep into Noelâ€™s training â€“ teaching him his place and what
is expected of him.Noel is still fighting, though his is giving in more and more. He is finally
understanding or coming to grips with the fact that the consequences are not worth the fight and
things will be over much quicker and with much less pain if he just gives in. He is still having some
trouble accepting that he is having to do all of these things with other men, as well as his reactions
to the activities. His bond through Theoden and his â€œbrothersâ€• is not helping matters any.While
this was my least favorite of the installments so far, it seems a necessary step in the scheme of
things, as Theoden takes his time initiating Noel in how things are going to be. He doesnâ€™t ever
rush things, no matter how much begging Noel does. This segment is mostly about teaching Noel
oral skills, and all the â€œbrothersâ€• participate, much to Noelâ€™s disgust. Theoden is pretty much
covering every base in these trainings, using reminders of what disobeying means to quickly snap
Noel into submission.As with the others, this is a super fast read, and it feels as though once these
basic instructions are through, the story will be ready to really take off. Getting there is a really
enjoyable ride, even though Noel is paying the price. Again, I canâ€™t wait for the next one.

Noel continues to be stubborn and has to be taught he must obey or there are
consequences.Theoden reinforces his lessons and uses his other progeny to help get the point
across.This Series is definitely not for the faint hearted! A definite must read! On to book 4!

Well after three books you would think I would be used to the abuse given to the main character.....
nope. Why do I continue to keep reading the series? One I don't like to give up, and two I keep
hoping ill find something redeemable about the abusers.
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